{"id":9446,"date":"2016-09-01T15:25:07","date_gmt":"2016-09-01T09:55:07","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/?p=9446"},"modified":"2021-02-24T16:38:34","modified_gmt":"2021-02-24T11:08:34","slug":"teriin-org-teri-green-olympiad-sample-paper-level-i-classes-4-5-the-energy-and-resources-institute","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/9446.html","title":{"rendered":"teriin.org TERI Green Olympiad Sample Paper Level \u2013 I Classes 4 &#038; 5 : The Energy and Resources Institute"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><u>Organisation <\/u><\/strong>: TERI &#8211; The Energy and Resources Institute<br \/>\n<strong><u>Exam <\/u><\/strong>: TERI Green Olympiad Exam<br \/>\n<strong><u>Document Type <\/u><\/strong>: Sample Question Paper<br \/>\n<strong><u>Category or Subject <\/u><\/strong>: Level \u2013I (Classes 4 &amp; 5)<\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad1\" id=\"quads-ad1\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-01 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"8416227722\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<p><strong><u>Website <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.teriin.org\/olympiad\/\" target=\"_blank\" rel=\"nofollow noopener noreferrer\">http:\/\/www.teriin.org\/olympiad\/<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Download Sample Question Paper <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/9446-LEVEL1.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/9446-LEVEL1.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad2\" id=\"quads-ad2\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-02 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"9892960926\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<h2>TERI Green Olympiad Sample Paper<\/h2>\n<p>1. Who said these famous words \u201cThe Earth has enough for everyone\u2019s needs but not for everyone\u2019s greed\u201d?<br \/>\na. Rabindranath Tagore<br \/>\nb. Jawaharlal Nehru<\/p>\n<blockquote><p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline; color: #008000;\">Related \/ Similar Question Papers <\/span>:<br \/>\n<\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/9450.html\">TERI Green Olympiad Classes 6-8 (Level II) Question Paper<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<p>c. Mahatma Gandhi<br \/>\nd. Indira Gandhi<\/p>\n<p>2. Birds fly from one part of the world to another in search of food and habitat. What do we call this?<br \/>\na. Evacuation<br \/>\nb. Migration<br \/>\nc. Immigration<br \/>\nd. Export<\/p>\n<p>3. There are seven continents that make our world. Name the largest continent<br \/>\na. Africa<br \/>\nb. Asia<br \/>\nc. Europe<br \/>\nd. North America<\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"alignnone size-medium\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/images2018\/terrin.jpg\" width=\"1310\" height=\"440\" \/><\/p>\n<p>4. I am not a bird, but I can fly. Who am I?<br \/>\na. Penguin<br \/>\nb. Eagle<br \/>\nc. Bat<br \/>\nd. Hawk<\/p>\n<p>5. Milk contains Calcium. Calcium is essential for______<br \/>\na. Good eyesight<br \/>\nb. Losing weight<br \/>\nc. Strong bones and teeth<br \/>\nd. Playing<\/p>\n<p>6. Which of the following is the most environment-friendly way of bathing?<br \/>\na. Shower for 10 minutes<br \/>\nb. Using a bucket of water<br \/>\nc. Shower for 8 minutes<br \/>\nd. Sitting under the tap for 5 minutes<\/p>\n<p>7. What is the name for energy that does not run out or get finished?<br \/>\na. Fossil Energy<br \/>\nb. Commercial Energy<br \/>\nc. Renewable Energy<br \/>\nd. New Energy<\/p>\n<p>8. Which disease (illness) will you get if you eat food that is not cooked and served in clean conditions?<br \/>\na. Diarrhoea<br \/>\nb. Malaria<br \/>\nc. Viral fever<br \/>\nd. Red swollen eyes<\/p>\n<p>9. Dr Salim Ali, who is a well-known ornithologist, is associated with which of the following?<br \/>\na. Study of mammals<br \/>\nb. Study of insects<br \/>\nc. Study of birds<br \/>\nd. Study of reptiles<\/p>\n<p>10. It is important that we keep our surroundings free of waste. Which of the following may be termed as the best outcome of adopting the practice of 4Rs\u2014 Reduce, Reuse, Refuse, and Recycle?<br \/>\na. We protect our households from disasters<br \/>\nb. We conserve natural resources<br \/>\nc. We destroy the plants around us<br \/>\nd. We generate waste that gets piled up<\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Sample Paper Level \u2013II Classes 6 \u2013 8<\/span> <\/strong>:<br \/>\n1) According to Darwin\u2019s theory of evolution, differences between species may be a result of which of the following?<br \/>\na) The disuse of body structures<br \/>\nb) The transmission of acquired characteristics<br \/>\nc) Natural selection<br \/>\nd) Mutagenic agents<\/p>\n<p>2) The place where an earthquake originates inside the earth is called its focus. What is the point on the earth\u2019s surface vertically above the focus called?<br \/>\na) Epicentre<br \/>\nb) Epix<br \/>\nc) Centre<br \/>\nd) None of the above<\/p>\n<p>3) Mercury occurs naturally on the earth\u2019s crust. It is released into the environment by volcanic activity, weathering of rocks, and also human activity. Which neurological disorder is caused by mercury poisoning?<br \/>\na) Bright\u2019s disease<br \/>\nb) Hiroshima disease<br \/>\nc) Minamata disease<br \/>\nd) Osteosclerosis<\/p>\n<p>4. Which of the following best describes the geological formation of an aquifer?<br \/>\na) Does not contain water<br \/>\nb) Contains water but does not transmit<br \/>\nc) Is a rock outcrop<br \/>\nd) Contains and transmits water<\/p>\n<p>5. The Four Pests Campaign of China was initiated in 1958 as a hygiene campaign aimed at eliminating the four common pests, three of which were rats, flies, and mosquitoes. The extermination of the fourth had upset the ecological balance and enabled crop-eating insects to proliferate. Identify the fourth pest.<br \/>\na) Bees<br \/>\nb) Silkworm<br \/>\nc) Bedbugs<br \/>\nd) Sparrow<\/p>\n<p>6. A rainforest has four layers. Which layer lies below the emergent layer?<br \/>\na) Forest floor<br \/>\nb) Canopy<br \/>\nc) Under storey<br \/>\nd) There is no layer beneath the emergent layer<\/p>\n<p>7. LED is an efficient semiconductor light source used as indicator lamps in many devices as well as in households, and for other lighting purposes. It is energy-efficient, durable, and long lasting. What does LED stand for?<br \/>\na) Light-emitting diode<br \/>\nb) Light-efficient diode<br \/>\nc) Light-energy diode<br \/>\nd) Light-emission diode<\/p>\n<p>8. This ornamental invasive plant from South America has spread all over the globe because of human actions. The dense mats of this plant, which grows on fresh water bodies chokes out native vegetation and fish by reducing the dissolved oxygen content of the water. Which is this plant?<br \/>\na) Water Hyacinth<br \/>\nb) Water Lily<br \/>\nc) Lotus<br \/>\nd) Blue Iris<\/p>\n<p>9. The \u201cgrey blanket\u201d over Australia refers to the sporadic spread of a particular animal, which causes extensive agricultural damage to Australia every year. Which is this animal?<br \/>\na) Rat<br \/>\nb) Rabbit<br \/>\nc) Kangaroo<br \/>\nd) Koala Bear<\/p>\n<p>10. \u201cPermafrost\u201d is permanently frozen soil and occurs mostly in high latitudes storing a massive amount of a particular element. As a result of climate change, permafrost is at the risk of melting and releasing the stored element in the form of a gas. Identify the gas.<br \/>\na) Ozone<br \/>\nb) Hydrogen<br \/>\nc) Nitrogen oxide<br \/>\nd) Carbon dioxide\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Organisation : TERI &#8211; The Energy and Resources Institute Exam : TERI Green Olympiad Exam Document Type : Sample Question Paper Category or Subject : Level \u2013I (Classes 4 &amp; 5) Website : http:\/\/www.teriin.org\/olympiad\/ Download Sample Question Paper : https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/9446-LEVEL1.pdf [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":8,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[403],"tags":[263],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/9446"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/8"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=9446"}],"version-history":[{"count":0,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/9446\/revisions"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=9446"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=9446"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=9446"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
